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UNIT 2: READING SKILLS

• Expected outcomes

Apply reading skills to extract and transfer specific information from 

general texts.

Evaluate information to present clear and detailed descriptions on a 

wide range of subjects.

Evaluate information to present clear and detailed descriptions on a 

wide range of subjects.

• Assessment

Reading & Summarising (40m) (30%)
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The law of copyright also has a role to play with regards to
photographs. As the law originally stood, the copyright in a photograph
belonged to the photographer. In the earlier days, when cameras were
not ordinarily available, the position was that one went to a photo studio
to have his picture taken, and the shop retained the copyright. For that
purpose, negatives were retained. At present, the copyright in a
photograph belongs to the person who makes the arrangement for the
taking of the photographs. But when a person takes a photograph
himself or asks another to take a photograph of him, then he will own
the copyright. On a different note, the copyright for a photograph is a
property right. In a way, it is an intangible right because it is not a right
to the physical ownership but reproduction rights. The copyright owner
can transfer the right by assigning such interest to a person of his
choice.
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The above paragraph is taken from a newspaper article entitled Law 
for Everyone: Photos in the eyes of the law.

What is the main idea on the paragraph?

_____________________________________________________

List the supporting details:
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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